MIX COLOUR & REFLECTION

LACOBEL. WONDERFUL COLOURFUL GLASS

LACOBEL
Colour Your Reflection

New.
Lacobel
Yellow Rich

LACOBEL
NEW COLOURS REFLECTING
NEW TRENDS

New.
Lacobel
Classic Orange

New.
Lacobel
Luminous Red

To tone in colour with the new design
trends, Asahimas introduce new colours to
inspire designers and architects. Trendsetting
interiors match smooth textures with brilliant
surfaces that create surprising perspectives.
This is an ideal playground for Lacobel
reflection

New.
Lacobel
Light Beige

New.
Lacobel
Metal Grey

New.
Lacobel
Luminous Green

New.
Lacobel
Luminous Blue
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Reflect
authenticity
in vivid colour
Authenticity and tradition are two keywords
of contemporary design. Raw materials, wood
textures and handcrafted objects are lifted by
the painted glass doors and table tops in brilliant
Lacobel orange.
Lacobel
Orange Classic
Ref 2001
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Lacobel
Luminous Red
Ref 1586

Open
new colourful
perspectives
Turn a column into a work of art. The Luminous Red
creates a cubist canvas that reflects the contemporer and
modern interior.
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Beautify Your
Interior Design
Lacobel
Pure White
Ref 9003

Showcasing beautfiul and vibrant hues with a touch of contemporary flair,
Lacobel painted glass comes in variety of shades that can be used in any
kind of interior. The luxurious feel of glass and stunning and working colors
creates the perfect living environment.

Luxury Touch
To Your Modern Interior
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‘Versatility’ is a dominant trend in contemporary
design: mixing basic shape and modernity, making a synthesis
between innovation and modern vibe to celebrate universal beauty.
A Classic Black Lacobel cladding gives a luxury touch to your
modern interior.

Lacobel
Classic Black
Ref 9005

Lacobel Brings Depth,
Movement, And Perspective
To Your Room
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Lacobel
Metal Grey
Ref 9006

Painted glass is a multifaceted
material. It inspires in as many
ways as it reflects light.
It brings depth, movement
and perspectives to your rooms
and adds vibrant patches
of colour to interiors.

Bold Colours For
Your Interior Design
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Bold colors brings burst
of energy into your interior.
Bring your office space to life by using
Lacobel painted glass. Designed for
interior application, painted glass
adds an ideal accent for any
kind of enviroments.

A New Way To
Enhance Your life
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Lacobel Light Beige is the perfect colour to add
the warmth and perspective of your space.
It’s the new way to enhance your life

Lacobel
Pearl White
Ref 1013

Lacobel
Light Beige
Ref 1015

Inspired By
Light & Colour
Inspired by light and colours, Lacobel painted glass fits
perfectly with any kind of interior design. It gives vibrance to
your room.
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Enhance Your
Reflection

Lacobel
Rich Aluminium
Ref 9007

Painted glass offers a kaleidoscopic
variety of colours and mirror effects.
Combining Lacobel adds extra power to
your palette; reflect it in scintillating
Lacobel tints. Use Lacobel Rich
Aluminium to enhance your reflection.

Lacobel
Yellow Rich
Ref 1023

A Duet Of Elements
Perform Magic
Discover new and surprising possibilities, the Lacobel cladding
reflects movement and depth in a warm yellow perfectly
matching the modern elements. The Lacobel ranges are
complimentary to perform this magic.

Lacobel Colour Chart

Lacobel has a paint layer on the back of the glass. This protects
it from any damage and keeps the colour and glossy appearance of
the glass in brilliant shape. Lacobel glass can only be used for interior
applications: furnishings, wall covering or even as writing board.

The paint used for Lacobel is environmentally friendly. It does
not contain heavy metals or chemical substances that damage
environment. There are also satin finish versions of some Lacobel
glasses, under the brand name Matelac.
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Standard Colours

Lacobel
Luminous Blue

Pure White

Ref 5002

Be Inspired By
Our Luminous Blue
The harmonius blend of elegant colors and finely tuned
glass feels airy and light. Choose your own combination
that reflects your personality and imagination.

Luminous Red
Ref 1568

Ref 3004

Classic Orange
Ref 2001

Luminous Green
Ref 1164

Metal Grey

Ref 9007

Ref 9010

Classic Red

Ref 9005

Rich Aluminium

Soft White

Ref 9003

Classic Black

Non Standard Colours

Yellow Rich

Ref 9006

Light Beige

Pearl White

Ref 1023

Ref 1014

Ref 1013

Starlight Black
Ref 0337

Luminous Blue
Ref 5002

> Technical specifications
Processing possibilities
P.
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Other aspects
Comments

Safety

Toughened

No

Laminated

No

Safe

Yes

Lacobel Safe complies with AS/NZS 2208 Grade A.

Cutting

Rectangular
or circular

Yes

Both ranges and Safe version can be cut in
the same way as traditional mirror glass see “Processing Guide”.

Shaping and finishing
of edges

Edge grinding

Yes

Both ranges and Safe version can be cut
in the same way as traditional mirror glass see “Processing Guide”.

Special Treatments
External application

Grinding

Yes

Both ranges and Safe version can be cut
in the same way as traditional mirror glass see “Processing Guide”.

Drilling

Yes

Both ranges and Safe version can be cut
in the same way as traditional mirror glass see “Processing Guide”.

Notches

Yes

Both ranges and Safe version can be cut
in the same way as traditional mirror glass see “Processing Guide”.

Sand-blasting

Yes

Only on the glass side for Lacobel

Acid-etching

Yes

Matelac range

No

Lacobel must not be used in
external applications or in double-glazing
even if the coated side faces inwards.

Water resistant

Yes

- All Lacobel colours can be used in wet/humid areas
(bathrooms and kitchens) but cannot be immersed in water.
- The metallic colours Metal Grey, Metal Taupe, Rich Aluminium
and Starlight Black must be fitted with a Safe film for use in
wet/humid areas.
- Lacobel/Matelac must be protected from any water infiltrating
at the back of the glass (use silicones for joints).

UV resistant

Yes

The colours are fixed during the production process
(no discolouring possible).

Bending resistance

Yes

Identical to float glass

Bending/Fitting

Yes

See installation guide in www.yourglass.com

Easy to maintain

Yes

> Benefits & Applications
- Lacobel glass have multiple
applications for interiors, such
as wall claddings, partitions,
furniture, doors,...
- The Lacobel ranges combine
a pure and contemporary
look with an easy
maintenance and a high
resistance to stains.

- All Lacobel colours can be
used in humid environments,
such as bathrooms and
kitchens.
- For extra safety a Safe film
can be placed on the
painted side of the glass.
It allows for better protection
in case of breakage, avoiding
injury or damage.
- Manufacturing process
guarantees a uniform

finishing, ensuring that
the paint adheres flawlessly
to the glass.
- All Lacobel paints are
environmentally friendly. No
formaldehydes were detected
based on the stringent JIS
standard “Method for testing
formaldehyde emission from
paint film - Desiccator method”
(version 2000).
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